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MINUTES 

A meeting of the Sunrise Water Authority Board of Commissioners was held on Wednesday, February 
22, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. at Sunrise Water Authority, 10602 SE 129th Avenue, Happy Valley, Oregon, 
97086. 

Board Present: Ron Blake, Chair; Ernie Platt, Vice Chair; Kevin Bailey, Secretary; Steve Gaschler; 
Eric Hofeld 

Board Absent: Terry Ros key 

Staff Present: Wade Hathhorn, General Manager; Tim Jannsen, Engineering Manager; Carol Bryck, 
CFO; Dan Fraijo, Operations Superintendent; Christin House, Customer Service Manager; Kim 
Anderson, Government Relations Manager; Cindy Richards, Administrative Assistant 

Visitors Present: Dan Bradley, OLWD;Jim Martin; OLWD 

CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
Blake called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA 
Gaschler asked if we should move item 6 to the beginning of the agenda so Bradley and Martin 
didn't have to stay for the entire meeting. Hathhorn stated that the item needed to be last on the 
agenda as it needed to follow executive session. 

A motion to approve the agenda was made by Platt and seconded by Hofeld. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

OUTSTANDING ITEMS 
None. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
None. 

1. CONSENT AGENDA 
A motion to approve the consent agenda consisting of the items listed below was made by Gaschler 
and seconded by Platt. 

Hofeld referred to the minutes and asked if the ordinance title was correct in showing the year as 
2016 since this is 2017. Hathhorn said the process of approving the ordinance began in 2016 so that 
year was used. Hofeld asked who has the authority to sign as grantor on conveyance and acceptance 
documents. Hathhorn replied that the template has been updated and now asks for legal signing 
authority per previous Board conversations. Hofeld asked how many SDCs were purchased at the 
2016 rates versus the 2017 rates after Staff notified known developers in the area of the SDC 
increase. Jannsen estimated only two or three. Hofeld asked if an appointment had been made to 
the budget committee. Bryck noted that there is an action item on tonight's agenda to make the 
appointment. 

The motion carried unanimously. 

1.1 Approval of Minutes of January 25, 2017 
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1.2 Approval of Main Upsizing for Hidden Falls Phase 3 Subdivision 

2. ACTION ITEMS 
2.1 Financial Statements - January 2017 
Hofeld asked if there is a reason to separate the reimbursement and improvement portions of the 
SDC in the bank. Bryck said they are kept separate because there are greater restrictions on the use 
of the improvement SDC revenue than on reimbursement. Hofeld referred to page six and asked if 
there is supposed to be a transfer to the LGIP account. Bryck referred to page five and noted that it 
shows the cash position and transfers. Hofeld asked about an accounts payable check and a 
discrepancy across different pages. Bryck said she is including only checks that cleared the bank. 

A motion to approve the financial statements as presented was made by Hofeld and seconded by 
Gaschler. The motion carried unanimously. 

2.2 Secretary (Officer) and Liaison Appointments 
Blake said he spoke to Roskey who agreed in a phone conversation to resume the secretary position 
for the Board and Blake would like to make that appointment. Platt commented that Bailey also 
expressed interest. 

Platt moved to nominate Kevin Bailey for secretary. Gaschler seconded the motion. Hofeld moved 
to close the nominations and cast a unanimous ballot for Bailey. Platt seconded the motion. The 
motion carried unanimously. 

The representatives for the NCCWC are Blake, Roskey and Bailey, but an alternate is needed. Platt 
volunteered. Gaschler said the meeting conflicts with Troutdale City Council meetings so he 
wouldn't be able to attend. Anderson noted that since the NCCWC representative is required to 
vote on behalf of the Sunrise Board, the representative must be voted on by the Board. Blake asked 
for a vote for Platt. 

Bailey arrived at 6:13 pm 

Platt asked Gaschler if he is available to meet quarterly at 4:00 p.m. Gaschler said since the meetings 
are only quarterly, he could make it. Platt nominated Gaschler as the CRWSC representative. The 
Board voted unanimously for Gaschler. 

Blake said Platt is the representative for the R WPC Board but an alternate is needed. Bailey had 
filled in previously and agreed to continue as the regular alternate. 

Hofeld volunteered to serve as the representative to the Sunnyside CPO with Blake continuing as 
the alternate. 

2.3 129'h Pipe Abandonment 
Fraijo explained that there is a 1950's era cast iron main and a 12-inch ductile iron main in 129th 

avenue and described the repeated breaks in the cast iron main. He stated that the project will move 
customer connections from the old cast to the newer ductile iron main. He noted that pump station 
upgrades were needed before the cast iron could be taken out of service. Now that those upgrades 
are completed it is possible to switch the service over. 

Bailey asked if the switch could wait another year because the City of Happy Valley is planning to 
tear the road up again next year in order to widen it. Hathhorn said the concern with waiting is that 
the main continues to break and deferring it defers a lot of other things along the way. Jannsen 
commented that he's more inclined to do it now and ask the City if we can do a temporary paving. 
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A motion to approve a not-to-exceed amount of $140,000 for the abandonment of the cast iron 
main in SE 122nd and 129th was made by Hofeld and seconded by Gaschler. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

2.4 Updating Five (5) Year Strategy 
Hathhorn summarized that there had been a discussion at the last meeting around the fact that it 
had been awhile since a strategy had been done and it's time to look at it again. He took the 
comments from the last meeting and drafted up a document for the Board's review, which was 
included in this month's Board packet. The main points include assets, capital plan, re-doing the 
SDCs and focusing a lot during the next five years on customers and staff. He discussed the 
intricacies of contract labor versus hiring and dealing with the limitations of being short staffed. 
The Board will need to look at finances going forward and staff needs to start focusing on things 
that they haven't been able to address and gave the example of records management 
implementation. 

Hofeld asked if it would be helpful to look at policies that we have and those that we don't have. 
He suggested scheduling a workshop. Hathhorn agreed with the idea of a workshop due to the 
weightiness of the issues. 

Gaschler commented that it's a lot to chew on but he liked what he read. Hathhorn said he used to 
give a quarterly report with updates on goals and KPis and he would like to get back to doing that. 
Hofeld commented that it's been some time since the last customer survey. Hathhorn noted that 
the survey is one of the goals. 

2.5 Site Selection for New Office and Yard Facility 
Anderson reported that after the December meeting she looked into two other sites but the 
feedback from the City led her to believe they wouldn't work, so she went back to Sunrise's own 
property. She noted there were several items to take care of in order to move forward with 
development on the 1 72nd property, including: wetland delineations, site plans, zone change, etc. 
Some items can be done concurrently while others have to be done consecutively. Hathhorn noted 
that Staff is going to need a specific directive from the Board if we're going to move forward with 
that site. 

Platt asked what the plan is with the City potentially needing a place nearby. Anderson said the 
feeling from the City is that they still intend to share Sunrise's parcel. Hathhorn echoed Anderson 
and noted that before moving forward he wanted to make sure the Board was on the same page as 
staff. 

Blake said when this item was last discussed the Board consensus was to move forward with 
Armstrong Circle. Hathhorn said Staff was hoping for a formal motion. A motion to approve Staff 
recommendation to select the agency's property off SE 172nd Avenue as the site for a new office and 
yard facility was made by Hofeld and seconded by Gaschler. The motion carried unanimously. 

Platt suggested getting the wetland delineation done first. 

2.6 Reserve Policy Discussion 
Bryck said that this item is a draft policy, primarily looking at three areas of reserves. The first is the 
operating fund - what should be the cash in the bank to pay the bills if we don't meet revenue 
projections? She suggested a minimum of 90 days operating cash on hand. She noted that some 
cities use larger amounts since they receive their revenue once a year, whereas we send out bills once 
every month or two months. She added that we currently have more than 90 days of operating cash 
on hand. 
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The second piece is the operating contingency, and Bryck recommended $500,000. The funds don't 
roll forward, we would appropriate that amount and it is not a spendable category. The fund is for 
any unforeseen expenditures that weren't included in the budget. Upon Board authorization the 
funds would be moved to a spendable category in the budget. Platt asked what happens with the 
money at the end of the fiscal year. Bryck said it doesn't go anywhere and provided a scenario in 
which $100,000 would be moved to the spendable category and the remaining balance of $400,000 
would then be replenished the following budget. 

The third reserve category is cash reserves for future capital. This balance can build up over time. 
She noted that it's prudent to put some money aside based on the financial forecasting. She 
proposed that we create another account that is reserved for future capital purchases. She 
recommended moving $1.5 million a year from rate payer revenue into the reserve account. After 
this discussion, if we develop these policies, we would include these calculations in this year's 
budget. We will determine an amount in the ending-fund balance that's already part of the capital 
reserve. Platt commented that when we decide on a capital project we decide how much we're 
going to draw out of that reserve fund. Bryck said that's correct. 

Hofeld expressed his concern with $1.5 million per year. Bryck said it approximates our annual 
depreciation, which is not replacement cost. Hofeld shared his concern with the perception of rate 
payers with increased rates when there are excessive reserves. Hathhorn commented that this fund 
doesn't accumulate. Bryck corrected that it does accumulate but we would be moving it in there and 
using it at the same time. There are certain projects, like reservoirs, that require money to be built 
up over time. 

Hathhorn referred to the finance state of Sunrise between 2008 and 2010 and the reliance on SDC 
funds that weren't consistent. He explained the domino effect that occurred when there were no 
SDC funds coming in, noting that ultimately staff had to be cut. He suggested that this process 
looks to set up a foundation to prevent that from happening again. 

Hathhorn recalled the history of the current rates, the debt covenants and described rising costs of 
operations. Hathhorn noted that one question that's not included in this report is if the agency 
should incur future debt which is a big decision. Hofeld shared his preference for paying "cash" and 
avoiding taking on debt, but said his concern is in not having a capital plan that lays out year by year 
where those revenues and reserves are going. He noted that the numbers appear arbitrary which 
doesn't look good to ratepayers. Platt said Hofeld had the answer to that problem - a capital plan, 
and we know that the day is coming when we will spend that money. Hathhom added that there is a 
draft capital plan in five-year blocks. Hofeld said he would like to see it year by year. Hathhorn 
explained that he had previously created a cash flow projection annually for 35-years, and that he 
plans to update it with the new capital plan. 

Bryck commented that we have a large ending fund balance in the general fund and this policy will 
carve out our 90-day operating fund with the rest moved into the reserve. She agreed that it's 
difficult to justify a large ending fund balance but less so when the large balance is in reserves with a 
long list of future projects. 

Hofeld noted that the draft policy indicates that the $1.5 million will be maintained, it doesn't 
indicate that it will be increased. Bryck referred to the language in the policy that indicates that it 
will carry forward. Hofeld referred to another portion of the policy that seemed to contradict that 
language. Bryck agreed that the language needed to be changed. Platt reiterated that the word 
"maintained" is problematic. There was a discussion regarding the specific language. 
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Hathhom reiterated the need for reserve policies to avoid recreating the financial state of the agency 
. . 
m previous years. 

Hathhom commented that this conversation brings up the question of how the Board wants to 
fmance the capital plan, namely improvements (new reservoirs, new pipes, new pump stations). He 
said that it will influence how the agency sets rates. Hathhom reminded the Board that they 
approved a three-year rate increase, and this spring they need to begin discussing what's next. 

Hofeld asked the Board members for their thoughts. Platt said he sees the policy as workable and 
when we identify capital projects we want to build in any given budget year we identify the source of 
those funds and it may well be drawing it out of the current $1.5 million contribution for that year. 
Hofeld commented that the number is $1.5 million, the Board locks the agency into that amount 
which would mean a rate increase in years when there isn't an excess $1.5 million available. 
Hathhom agreed and said it needs to be a different strategy for financing future capital in the capital 
plan rather than setting any specific number because it can change dramatically. Platt noted that 
there will be a point in time when it will be likely that we have to incur debt. 

Hathhorn stated that he does agree with the way the policy is written in the idea of having $1.5 
million a year on a "maintained" basis for maintenance and rehabilitation. 

Hathhorn commented that this is just a draft to get the conversation going, he didn't expect the 
Board to agree or approve anything tonight. 

2.7 Closing Fund 08- 172nd Advance Refunding Fund 
Bryck summarized that this fund was opened for the 172nd Avenue Advance Refunding and the 
intent was that as people got into the system from that it would repay the debt to the County. That 
didn't really happen so the General Fund was providing money to the 172nd Fund, so in last year's 
budget discussion we decided to pay this off In July we paid the balance off with the County, and 
there was a small remaining balance in that fund that was transferred to the general fund as part of 
the budget as well. This year we don't want to budget for that fund, we want it to fall off of our 
budgeting and reporting so Bryck is asking the Board to approve closing the fund. 

A motion to adopt Resolution 2017-02, closure of Fund 09 - 172nd Advance Refunding Fund was 
made by Hofeld and seconded by Bailey. The motion carried unanimously. 

2.8 Budget Committee Appointment 
Hathhorn reported that we are one member short on the community side of the budget committee. 
Staff is asking the Board to appoint Sarah Tarnovsky who has served before but had to take a year 
off due to other commitments. Hofeld asked if Staff advertises for the budget committee positions. 
Bryck said it isn't a requirement, and usually recruitment is done through word of mouth. A motion 
to appoint Sarah Tamovsky to serve a three-year term on the budget committee (2017-2019) was 
made by Platt and seconded by Gaschler. The motion carried unanimously. 

2.9 Adoption of Resolution 2017-03, Amending Policy 11-03 
Anderson summarized that there is an Easement Acceptance policy that contains the template form 
that is currently in use. Staff discussed the form with legal counsel and the form was revised and 
updated, including adding a section indicating that the person signing has the legal authority to sign 
on behalf of the company they represent. A motion to adopt resolution 201 7-03, amending policy 
11 -03, Easement Acceptance Policy, was made by Hofeld and seconded by Gaschler. The motion 
carried unanimously. 

There was a discussion about the verbiage indicating the availability of 20-feet of clearance on each 
side of the easement and whether that was excessive. Jannsen noted that it had never been an issue 
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but when an easement is brought to the Board for approval it could be changed on a case by case 
basis, as this document is only a template. Hathhorn added that you'd be hard pressed to do any 
construction on a ten-foot strip and expressed his belief that this is standard language. 

Platt commented that in the approval of the design and plans for construction we look for any way 
avoid easements in private property and more commonly they are an access driveway that goes to 
something, but it's not like we put waterline easements through backyards. Hathhorn agreed with 
Platt that it's not common practice and that in his experience the language provided is standard 
language. 

The motion carried with four votes. Hofeld abstained from voting. 

3. INFORMATIONAL REPORTS 
3.1 Manager's Update 
Hathhorn posed the guestion to the Board of when they would want to revise the SDCs, noting that 
it's usually done in January. He reminded the Board that there was a rather speedy calendar for 
revising the SDCs last fall but we didn't follow tluough because we were working on the new capital 
improvement plan. He asked if the Board would like to change them by the end of the fiscal year or 
next January and noted that they could be updated sooner and simply enforced at a later date as well. 
Platt suggested approving them now with a deferred adoption. Hofeld asked why we wouldn't 
implement them at the fiscal year. Platt commented that that's an inconvenient time for developers. 
Hofeld clarified that he didn't realize the conversation was about revising the methodology for 
calculating SDCs, and thought the conversation was around implementing new SDCs based on the 
old methodology. He noted that in that case he is in favor of delaying it. Platt re-stated his 
preference for creating a new methodology with delayed implementation. Blake asked for a motion 
and Hathhorn said a motion wasn't necessary. 

Hathhorn summarized that Staff has engaged the engineers on Reservoir 11 and is having regular 
meetings with the City of Happy Valley. 

Hathhorn summarized that SDAO conducted a risk loss management review which led to a 
reduction in Sunrise's liability insurance. SDAO gave kudos to Sunrise's safety program. 

Hofeld asked if tl1e error in publishing the notice on the ordinance was the newspaper's error. 
Anderson said it wasn't anyone's fault per se as the reguest got caught by the newspaper's spam 
filter after their IT department made some adjustments, so it was never received. 

Hathhorn stated that he is leading a series of personal development trainings with managers and 
some staff on a variety of topics. 

3.2 Engineering & Construction Reports 
Jannsen noted a few projects were removed from tl1e list. Hofeld thanked Jannsen for updating his 
report to show the number of available lots month to month. 

3.3 Operational Reports 
Hofeld referred to the 12 month meter total and asked about the difference between meters sold 
and ERUs. Jannsen replied that the number of commercial projects has been higher and it widening 
the gap as one larger meter accounts for more ERUs. Jannsen save the examples of Happy Valley 
Crossroads and the apartments being built across the street. 

4. BOARD BUSINESS & LIAISON REPORTS 
4.1 Board Calendar 
Blake asked if there were any expected absences. There were none noted. 
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4.2 Liaison Reports (verbal) 
Hofeld reported that OLWS District had a meeting the night before and discussed a wetland project, 
an expense report for the consolidation, and other normal business. He noted that they approved a 
resolution to change the agency's name in the NCCWC contract and noted that the same item is on 
Sunrise's agenda tonight. 

Gaschler stated that he missed the CRW meeting on February 9 and noted that a work session is 
scheduled for February 27 th

• 

Platt reported that SFWB is meeting tonight but he is unsure who the new Board members are. The 
budget online still shows the Board's previous commissioners who were not re-elected. 

Bailey stated that it was his first time attending the RWPC meeting, and nine other attendees were 
also new. He commented on the budget adoption process with nine new representatives. He noted 
that the budget passed and the group received a legislative update tl1at 1,500 bills have been filed 
pre-session. 

Bailey reported that the City of Happy Valley annexed more properties. The Happy Valley Youth 
Council presented a report. Bailey asked if Sunrise is involved with the Youth Council. Anderson 
commented that Sunrise has worked with them on the drug take back event. 

Blake reported that CRBC is doing a riverside restoration at Fisherman's Bend. CRBC accepted $2 
million in grant money that will be distributed among the other basin councils. The Council's 
budget meeting is coming up. 

4.3 Information Items 
6. RESOLUTION 2017-04, APPROVING ADDENDUM N 0. 2 TO THE SECOND 
AMENDED IGA FOR THE NCCWC 
Hathhorn recommended that the Board begin by asking for public comment. 

Martin spoke on behalf of OLWS District. He summarized the resolution would pass an addendum 
allowing for the replacement of "Oak Lodge Water District'' with "Oak Lodge Water Services 
District" in the NCCWC agreement. He noted tl1at the change is urgent as OLWD will dissolve in 
tl1e matter of a week and when it dissolves there will no longer be any representatives from OLWD 
on the NCCWC Board so that Board would no longer be able to function which would trigger the 
termination clause in the IGA forcing Sunrise and Gladstone to buy out OLWD's portion of the 
plant. Martin noted that the OLWD has been in support of the package of changes that the sub
committee of the NCCWC put together, but the first order of business is to allow for the name 
change. 

Platt commented that there is an executive session scheduled to discuss this issue and suggested 
recessing the regular meeting and going into the executive session to discuss in more detail and 
inviting Martin and Bradley to stay for the executive session. 

5. EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Blake recessed the regular meeting at 7:45 p.m. 

At 7:56 p.m., Blake convened the executive session of the Sunrise Water Authority Board of 
Commissioners, pursuant to ORS 192.660 (2)(h) to consult with counsel concerning the legal rights 
and duties of a public body with regard to current litigation or litigation likely to be filed. 

Blake adjourned the executive session at 8:51 p.m. and reconvened the regular meeting at 8:52 p.m. 
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The Board directed Hathhorn to engage an attorney for this particular process. Platt moved to 
adopt Resolution 2017-04, authorizing Sunrise Water Authority's Board of Commissioners to 
approve addendum number two to the second amended intergovernmental agreement for the North 
Clackamas County Water Commission to amend the ownership from Oak Lodge Water District to 
Oak Lodge Water Services District. The motion was seconded by Hofeld. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

Platt asked if there should be others present at the meeting on the 28th
• Martin said it wouldn't hurt 

to have someone representing Sunrise there. Blake said he would go. There was discussion about 
whether or not to hold a special meeting. 

Blake adjourned the regular meeting at 8:57 p.m. 

RONBLAKE, CHAIR KEVIN BAILEY, SECRETARY 
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